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DATE: October 28, 2015

Joliet Junior College
1215 Houbolt Road
Joliet, IL 60431
TO:
SUBJECT:
PROJECT NAME:
JJC PROJECT NO.:

Prospective Respondents
Addendum No. 2
Card Reader Access Control System
R15011

This Addendum forms a part of the Bidding and Contract Documents and modifies the original bidding
document as posted on the JJC website. Acknowledge receipt of this addendum as specified at the bottom
of page 2. FAILURE TO DO SO MAY SUBJECT BIDDER TO DISQUALIFICATION.
Questions Received:
1. In the attached Scope document, the table of content as well as the body of the
document is jumping from section 2.3 to 2.6 without any mention of a section 2.4 and
2.5. Could you please confirm if there is information missing or if this is an error in the
document?
This is a numbering error within our document; no information is missing.
2. Is the college willing to work with System Integrators in their evaluation of new access
control systems or are you only requesting responses directly from the manufacture?
The college is requesting responses from Manufactures.
3. What is the manufacture of the existing access control system and existing video
recording system at the college?
Keyscan for card access and Cisco for Video
4. Can we have more clarity of the definition of a Corporate Gateway?
The college requires the system to operate on our internal network.
5. Can the server be Linux/Virtual based with the clients being windows?
The server can Linux but Not Virtual base.
6. Does JJC have VMware? If so, can that be used to load the SMS server?
No.
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7. Is there a preferred Video Interface?
Cisco VSOM
8. Are there any other interfaces that the access control needs to interface with, for
instance – active directory or visitor management system?
Active directory
9. Please clarify the type of information we are to submit as the manufacture regarding
“1.2 Quality Assurance Section 1.2B - Contractor/Integrator Qualifications”. We may
have multiple partners or integrators that will pursue the project once released for bid.
Are we to request each partner/integrator to provide this information to be submitted
with our reply to this RFQ?
No, none is needed with your RFQ.
10. What is the name/manufacture of the existing system?
Keyscan
11. Are we to replace all existing panels?
The College would like to keep the housing the controllers are in. There would be a
phased approached to replacing all existing panels
12. RFI #1 for the Remote I/O states “Retrofit of the existing system shall require replacing
SMS controller without replacing entire controller panel.” If we are replacing the
existing system, this would include replacing the existing I/O panels. Please clarify this
statement.
The College would like to keep the housing the controllers are in. There would be a
phased approached to replacing all existing panels.
13. The reference in the opening that this is a manufacturer only response but there are
multiple sections that reference the integrator/contractor responding with references,
delivery, certifications, etc. Who is to respond, Lenel or VAR?
Manufacture responses are requested.
14. Does JJC have any guideline for the material they are looking to have back besides a
Letter of Compliance?
NO
15. We see an Attachment A referenced, do you have any additional materials on this that
can be provided?
No
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16. Can you provide a detailed definition of “Corporate Gateway”?
The college requires the system to operate on our internal network.
17. There is frequent reference of “No Additional licensing shall be required to perform this
function” video, badging, etc… Can you provide a more detailed explanation of how you
want these functions to be quoted? Quantities? Future expansion?
The College desires to be informed of all pricing structures from the manufacture
during the presentation period.
18. Is video to be provided with this Request for Proposal? If there is existing what VMS,
Recorder & Camera system manufacturer(s) needs to be interfaced?
No, we want to know if they can interface with Cisco VSOM.
19. Sec 2.3 E What auxiliary alarm and intrusion systems need to be integrated to the ACS
System?
Red Hawk.
20. Sec 2.3 G Can you be more specific on a few items in reporting. Lenel uses Crystal
reports as the internal reporting engine.
Reporting needs to be included, No third party add-ons required.
21. Active Directory. Are they looking for single sign-on (included in Lenel) or do you want
a full integration with Active Directory mapping fields for cardholder management,
access assignment or revocation, etc.? Please provide the depth of Active Directory
integration.
Yes, the college would like full integration of Active Directory, with mapping of fields
and access assignments and revocation.
22. Redundancy…Why are you looking for physical boxes here not Virtual Machines? You
say that the system needs to manage the redundancy while speaking with multiple
servers acting as hot standby? Something like a NEC express clustering would be
applicable for this role but the RFP says third party application is not acceptable. Can
you clarify what Third Party refers to? Offsite storage?
The College is not looking for any virtual machines. The hope is for a turnkey install
of hardware and software that is provide by the vendor.
23. Sec 2.8 D Web client? Can you clarify your statement? Lenel can be reached via web
using terminal services or one of our web apps like area access manager, video viewer,
visitor manager, etc. Please specify.
The College desires to operate the system via a web browser and have no need for
additional software.
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24. In response to the newest addendum will measurements of the current enclosure be
provided?
The box inside measurements are:
15 7/8 wide
19 7/8 high
5 3/8 deep

End of Addendum #2
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Please acknowledge receipt of these addenda by including this page with your proposal. Include
your company name, printed name, title, and signature in your acknowledgement below. Failure
to do so could result in disqualification of your bid.
Issued by:
Janice Reedus
Director of Business & Auxiliary Services
Joliet Junior College
815.280.6643
I acknowledge receipt of Addendum #2.

Company Name
Printed Name
Title
Signature

